We present examples which explain why many arguments for resolution of singularities work in special situations, say small dimension or zero characteristic, but fail in general. This exhibits in particular the delicacy of resolution of singularities for arbitrary excellent schemes. The examples were originally assembled for the author's personal records. They might be of some interest to a larger audience, especially to readers for whom the avour of resolution of singularities is concealed by technique. We shall concentrate here on the classical approach developed by Zariski, Abhyankar, Hironaka and several other mathematicians towards an inductive proof of resolution of singularities by a sequence of well chosen monoidal transformations A 1, H 1, BM 1, Sp 1, V 1, Z 1]. The basic idea is to construct su ciently ne local invariants of singularities which determine the center of blowing up at each stage as the locus of points on the variety where the invariants take their maximal values and to measure the improvement the variety undergoes when passing to the blown up variety by comparing these and possibly further invariants before and after the blowup. At present there is no completely satisfying answer to this objective. One reason is the lack of conceptuality of the proposed and studied invariants, already apparent in characteristic 0, the other, which is partly a consequence of the rst, that the known invariants sometimes behave badly under blowup in positive characteristic. We shall set up a catalogue of cautions one has to be aware of when using standard resolution invariants or searching new ones. In principle, there are two types of local arguments involved: a combinatorial one, which investigates resolution with respect to xed coordinate systems and only treats the origins of the charts in the blown up varieties, and a reduction argument, which intends to reduce the general situation where neither coordinates nor the point of the exceptional divisor are speci ed to the combinatorial situation. The combinatorial problem is also known as Hironaka's polyhedral game. In the context of valuations it has been solved by Zariski Z 2, p. 861]. The solution proposed by Spivakovsky Sp 2] relies on invariants already considered by Hironaka. However, these invariants cause di culties for the reduction problem, especially in positive characteristic, which have not been overcome yet, see examples 16 and 17. We meet here a typical phenomenon of resolution of singularities: the various detail problems have to be solved coherently and simultaneously in the sense that each separate solution to one problem only serves if it has been suitably adjusted with respect to the solutions of the other problems. Our exposition is con ned to the local problem, i.e. the de nition of local invariants of singularities and their behaviour under blowing up. This is the core of the problem, though global aspects are not to be neglected. We shall deprive our presentation from technical and sophisticated decoration. The main obstructions already appear in simple and elementary circumstances. Recently, there has opened an entirely new approach to resolution of singularities through work of de Jong. His method combines induction based on semistable reduction with arguments from toric geometry and proves resolution of singularities up to a nite map in any 1
. See Berthelot's Bourbaki note Be] for another account on this as well as various applications. There are subsequent papers of Abramovich, de Jong, respectively, Bogomolov and Pantev extending these techniques and proving on a few pages a weak version of Hironaka's theorem in characteristic zero AJ, BP]. The di erence to Hironaka's version is that centers are blown up which are not necessarily contained in the singular locus of the variety and hence the variety is also modi ed in regular points. Let us formulate the strong version of resolution of singularities in the context of varieties over a eld (i.e. schemes of nite type over a eld):
Embedded Resolution of Singularities. Given a reduced variety X over a eld K and embedded in a smooth variety W, construct a smooth varietyW and a proper birational morphism :W ! W such that the inverse imageX of X under has only normal crossing singularities and such that the restriction of over the smooth points of X is an isomorphism. Recall that a variety is said to have normal crossing singularities if it consists of a union of smooth components intersecting transversally, more precisely, such that at any intersection point there is a coordinate system for which the variety is de ned locally by monomials. The most explicit way to constructW is by a nite sequence of well chosen blowups. This requires to determine the centers of each blowup as a subvariety of the singular locus Sing X of X and to show that after a nite number of steps only normal crossing singularities are left. It is convenient, even though a priori more di cult, to treat the embedded situation. This allows to work with regular systems of parameters which are very helpful to de ne local invariants. Then to prove embedded resolution of singularities of varieties it su ces to solve the following problem:
Inductive Resolution Problem. Given a eld K, construct for each smooth variety W over K the following objects:
(1) Centers: A map Z : freduced subvarieties X of Wg ! fsubvarieties of Sing Xg such that the blowup :W ! W of W in Z X gives a smooth varietyW .
(2) Resolution invariant: A well-ordered set ? and a map i : freduced subvarieties X of W with a point p on Xg ! ? such that forX = ?1 X the following conditions are satis ed:
(i) i p X = 0 if and only if X has normal crossing at p.
(ii) i p 0X < i p X for all p 2 Z X and p 0 2 D = ?1 Z X .
(iii) i is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. p.
(iv) fp 2 X, i p X maximal on Xg Z X .
As a variant, replace (i) by i p X = 0 if and only if X is smooth at p and in (ii) the total transformX by the strict transform X 0 , cf. section B. Observe that in contrast to the classical notion of permissible centers as in H 1, III.5] we allow singular and even non-reduced centers Z X , providedW is smooth, see section B. and the discussion after example 3. Some authors require equality in (iv), i.e., that Z X is the smallest stratum of the strati cation of X induced by i BM 1]. The resolution invariant i is usually a vector of integer or rational invariants equipped with the lexicographic order. Typically it is shown that its rst component does not increase under blowup. If it remains constant, the situation must be su ciently speci c to be able to show that the second component does not increase. Then the argument is repeated, until one arrives at a component which strictly decreases. The de nition of the centers is a global problem, whereas the invariants are of local nature. However, often local invariants are used to de ne the centers locally, and then patching arguments are needed to show that the local constructions expand to give global centers V 1, V 2]. Some authors restrict even further the nature of the invariants as to be de ned along a valuation, cf. with the concept of uniformization Z 2, Sp 1]. It then su ces to prove that the invariant has dropped only at the point of the exceptional divisor which is determined by the valuation. The four conditions above allow to apply the following induction argument: The strati cation of X by subvarieties along which i is constant is locally nite by (iii) and since X is Noetherian. By (ii) and (iv) each point of the worst stratum fp 2 X, i p X maximal on Xg improves under the blowup. Hence the maximal value of i on X drops when passing to X 0 .
As ? is well ordered, it becomes 0 in a nite number of steps, and (i) applies. Let us comment on the induction invariants usually considered. The most important one is the order of the de ning ideal, i.e. the largest power of the maximal ideal which contains the ideal. For hypersurfaces it is just the order of the series expansion of f w.r. Any non-zero ideal P of R gives rise to the Rees algebra or blowup algebra S = i 0 P i of R with center P. Here, P 0 = R, so that R S. Localizing S at a maximal ideal Q 0 which contains M and passing to the completion gives a complete local ring R 0 and an inclusion : R ! R 0 which we shall call the blowup of R with center P considered locally at Q 0 . Geometrically, this corresponds to blow up A n in the subvariety Z de ned by P and to look atÃ n = Proj S locally at the point p 0 de ned by Q 0 in the exceptional divisor D = ?1 Z, where :Ã n ! A n denotes the projection associated to R S. ]], which is again a regular complete Noetherian local ring of dimension n. Hence setting y i = xi xj for i < j and y i = x i else de nes a regular system of parameters for R 0 . The map : R ! R 0 is then given by x i ! y i y j for i < j and x i ! y i for i j. In this situation we say that the local blowing up is monomial of type j 2 J w.r.t. the coordinates x. The coordinates y in R 0 are called the induced coordinates, often denoted again by x for convenience. The exceptional divisor D is de ned by the principal ideal (y j ).
Observe that the map is still very simple when P is generated by monomials in the variables, though R 0 may then fail to be regular, cf. example 3. Compare this with toric modi cations and toric singularities GT, KKMS, Ok].
Consider now a variety X in A n . Let I R be the ideal de ning X locally at p. Its total transformX is the inverse image of X under :Ã n ! A n . In the j-th a ne chart it is de ned by the idealĨ = ( I)R 0 of R 0 . We shall writeĨ = IR 0 for short. The strict transform X 0 of X is the closure inÃ n of the inverse image of X n Z under . Its ideal is The center P is permissible for a hypersurface X if the order of f w.r.t. P and M is the same, i.e., if Z is contained in the equimultiple locus of X. In general, P is permissible if the Hilbert-Samuel function of X is constant along Z Bn, Thm. 3] . In the literature, Z is assumed smooth, but we do not impose this restriction here.
Assume that we are in the monomial situation of type j 2 J w.r.t. coordinates x in R, i.e. P = (x 1 ; : : : ; x j ) and Q = (x 1 ; : : : ; x j?1 ). Let y be the induced coordinates in R 0 . Denote by f = P c x the expansion of f w.r.t. x and let f 0 be its strict transform. Since is given by substitution of the variables by monomials, f 0 has expansion f 0 = P c y where the map : supp f ! supp f 0 is de ned by the following formula: i = i for i 6 = j; j = j + ( 1 + : : : + j?1 ? o). Here supp f = f 2 N n ; c 6 = 0g denotes the support of f. In the examples below we shall always use this formula to compute the strict transform. Let N f denote the Newton polyhedron of f, i.e., the convex hull in R n + of supp f + R n + . As is an a ne map of R n the polyhedron N f 0 of the strict transform is computed by taking the convex hull of the images under of the vertices of N f . The improvement of N f 0 relative to N f can be read o in various ways. However, as the Newton polyhedron depends on the chosen coordinates such a measure need not be a local invariant of the singularity. It has to be made coordinate independent, at least to a certain extent. Among the various attempts to extract coordinate free information from the Newton polyhedron, e.g. CP, H 2, LT, Y], none su ces to construct an invariant i satisfying (i) to (iv) for arbitrary characteristic.
We believe that this is one of the central di culties in resolution problems. Note that the hypersurface f = 0 has become a normal crossing singularity at a point of the exceptional divisor if and only if the Newton polyhedron of the total transform has precisely one vertex , and the strict transform of f has become smooth if and only if its Newton polyhedron has a vertex of total degree 1.
E. Examples
Several of the following examples can be found in the literature or belong to what some people call folklore. The remaining ones have been constructed to clarify the author's view on the subject. In the sequel, f 0 always denotes the strict transform of f. The reader is asked to check its asserted form in the examples by computing it in all charts according to the formula for given above. Occasionally we include exercises and problems. The rst are mostly computational and shall consolidate the understanding. For the latter, a complete answer is not always known yet.
(1) Centers of Blowup. For varieties with isolated singularities there is no ambiguity how to choose the center. Only the singular points are permissible. For non-isolated singularities unfortunate choices of the center may yield the same or worse singularities. Example 1. Let f = x 2 + yz be the rational double point with isolated singularity at the origin. Blowing up 0 resolves the singularity. For instance, taking the chart corresponding to Q = (x; y) gives f 0 = x 2 + y smooth.
Let f = x 2 + y 2 z be the Whitney umbrella. The singular locus is the z-axis. Since f has order two in each singular point the axis coincides with the equimultiple locus of f (= locus of points of maximal multiplicity.) Two centers are permissible, the origin and the z-axis (provided that the variety is considered locally at 0.) Exercise: Blowing up 0 reproduces the singularity in the chart Q = (x; y) whereas blowing up the z-axis resolves the singularity. This contradicts our intuition of stratifying the variety according to the complexity of the singularities and to take as center the worst stratum. On rst view the origin of the Whitney umbrella seems to be worse than the singularities on the z-axis. The example indicates that this naive strati cation is too subtle. We have to look for a coarser one. A good recipe is to blow up permissible centers of maximal possible dimension. Such choice is supported by the fact that each singular point has to belong to a center at least once in the resolution process, else it would remain singular until the end. This is an equilibrium problem. Roughly speaking, the centers should be as coarse, the invariants as ne as possible.
Modify the Whitney umbrella to f = x 2 +y m z with m 3. Then for P = M and Q = (x; y) we get f 0 = x 2 +y m z m?1 which is worse than f in whatever sense one may think of. Again we have to blow up the z-axis to improve the situation: in the chart Q = (y) the multiplicity drops, in the chart Q = (x) we get f 0 = x 2 + y m?2 z. Problem: Give a coordinate free description of the improvement of the singularity in the second chart.
Example 2. The Theorem of Beppo Levi asserts that for surfaces whose equimultiple locus has only normal crossing singularities a nite sequence of blowups in smooth permissible centers of maximal dimension makes the multiplicity drop Lv 1, Lv 2, Z 1, p. 522]. The algorithm is not canonical since at certain stages several choices of centers may be possible. The same philosophy fails in higher dimension without further speci cation of the centers. Spivakovsky gave in Sp 4] an example for this in dimension 4, a variant of which is presented here: Let f = x 3 +yz 2 w 4 +yz 4 w 2 . One checks by inspection that all coordinate axes except the x-axis are permissible. Blowing up the w-axis, i.e., P = (x; y; z), the strict transform of f at the point Q = (x; z) equals f 0 = x 3 + z 2 w 4 + y 2 z 4 w 2 . Now the y-and z-axis are permissible. Blowing up P = (x; y; w) gives f 00 = f at the point corresponding to Q = (x; w). We have run into a cycle of length two.
Observe that each choice of center provides an improvement of the singularity w.r.t. certain variables and a deterioration w.r.t. others. It is then clear that the combination of two blowups may possibly cancel these changes, and that is what happens in the example. A rst reaction would be to choose the second blowup according to the rst one in order to add the improvements and the deteriorations and then to conclude that if the singularity has su ciently improved w.r.t. to some variables, it has become smooth, regardless the e ect w.r.t. the other variables. We know of no e ective and intrinsic criterion for this, so let us formulate it as a Problem: measure asymmetric improvements and de ne the subsequent center depending on the prior blowups and this measure.
A second possible answer is as follows: In the rst blowup the situation is symmetric w.r.t. z and w. Choosing arbitrarily one of the axes as center destroys this symmetry. The resulting algorithm is no longer canonical. Imagine that the local symmetry of the variety is not induced from a global symmetry. As we consider local invariants to de ne the center, we will never detect the global asymmetry and it is not re ected in our choice. To avoid this phenomenon we may blow up lower dimensional centers in presence of symmetries. In the example, instead of choosing one axis, we can blow up the origin. This choice is canonical, and keeping track of this preparatory blowing up the local symmetry will disappear along the points of the exceptional divisor, since at an intersection point p 0 of D with the strict transform of the z-or w-axis one equimultiple curve , namely the exceptional curve, is new and one, the strict transform of the equimultiple curve from below, is old, hence they can be distinguished. There may still exist a local or even global symmetry of the blown up variety which interchanges the two curves, but our records will tell us that it is not a symmetry of the resolution process. This allows to choose locally at p 0 the new center canonically. This approach has been applied successfully in the past, cf. BM 1, V 1]. It burdens enormously the amount of data to de ne the invariants and notation becomes quite cumbersome. The derived algorithm is usually far from being the most economic one. Much more e ective is to allow in such cases singular centers, with, say, at most normal crossing singularities. The rst relevant situation occurs when the equimultiple locus of a surface in A 3 consists of two transversal smooth curves as in the example. Classically, singular centers are not treated as permissible. One reason is that blowing up a smooth variety in a singular center generally creates singularities:
Example 3. Blow up two lines in A 3 , say P = (x; yz). In the chart Q = (yz) we have R 0 = K x; y; z; x=yz]] = K y; z; x=yz]] smooth, whereas for Q = (x) the ring R 0 = K x; y; z; yz=x]] = K x; y; z; w]]=(xw ? yz) is singular.
Pfei e has determined non reduced structures for normal crossing singularities such that blowing up smooth varieties in the corresponding ideals produces smooth varieties P]. Since the ideals can be chosen to be monomial, computations are very explicit and can be implemented. For the given example, one such non reduced structure on the two lines in A 3 is the ideal P ] = (x; yz)(x; y)(x; z) = (x 3 ; x 2 y; x 2 z; xyz; y 2 z 2 ). It provides ve smooth charts for the blown up variety. For instance, in the chart corresponding to Q = (x 3 ; x 2 y; x 2 z; y 2 z 2 )
we get R 0 = K x; y; z; This new ag allows to untie symmetries when there appear various candidates as permissible centers by considering their position relative to the ag. Moreover ags allow to de ne the notion of subordinate coordinate systems. These are coordinates for which the ideals of the de ning chain in R are generated by decreasing collections of them. The set of all subordinate coordinates is clearly an invariant of the pair (R; F). Using a generalized Gauss-Bruhat decomposition established in Ha 2] for the automorphism group Aut R of R it is possible to show that a whole sector of the Newton polyhedron of a hypersurface f is xed under automorphisms of R which preserve subordinate coordinates. Therefore, this portion of vertices is also an invariant of the agged ambient space R. Now it turns out that subordinate coordinates remain subordinate under blowing up, that is, w.r.t. the induced ag in R 0 . It follows that the invariant part of the Newton polyhedron corresponding to this sector can be compared explicitly before and after the blowup. This is relevant for constructing components of a suitable resolution invariant i.
(2) Multiplicity. For f 2 R let o respectively o 0 denote the multiplicity of f and of its strict transform f 0 . As mentioned above, o 0 o for any permissible blowing up. In general, equality may hold:
Example 4. f = x 2 +y 5 , P = (x; y), Q = (x), then f 0 = x 2 +y 3 has again multiplicity 2. In order to measure the improvement we are led to consider the exponent of the y-monomial. This is not intrinsic since there might be several monomials in the expansion of f to look at, even if we assume f given in Weierstrass form. Besides, the expansion depends on the coordinates. For plane curves as in the example, the classical second invariant after the multiplicity is the slope of the Newton polygon of f. Assume f is given in Weierstrass form f = x o + P i<o c i x i with series c i in y. Then the slope of f is de ned as the slope of the rst segment of the Newton polygon of f, i.e. ord(c i )=(i ?o) where i is the largest index for which c i does not vanish identically. In the example the slope passes from ?2=5 to ?2=3. If, in general, it becomes < ?1, the multiplicity has dropped. If the slope arrives precisely at ?1 the multiplicity drops in the next blow up. This reasoning is not exact since the slope as de ned above may vary under changes of coordinates. To make it coordinate independent, take the maximal slope which occurs for all coordinate systems. Then the same assertions hold and form the basis for inductive resolution of plane curve singularities, see BK] for an extensive treatment, and A 2] for the case of positive characteristic. The notion of maximality is discussed in section E.(6). There is another constructive way to resolve plane curve singularities via toric modi cations de ned through the fan associated to the Newton Example 7. H 4, Thm. 3, p. 331, Od 2, p. 300] Let K be an imperfect eld of characteristic 2 admitting elements a and b such that K 2 (a; b) has degree 4 over K 2 . Let f = x 2 + ay 2 + bz 2 + abw 2 + (higher order terms). Then = 4. Blow up the maximal ideal M. The ideal Q 0 = (x + yz; y 2 + b; z 2 + a) is maximal in the Rees algebra S and has residue eld 6 = K. Then up to terms of degree 3 the strict transform at Q 0 equals f 0 = x 2 + ay 2 + bz 2 + ab = (x + yz) 2 ? (y 2 + b)(z 2 + a) and hence 0 = 3. This type of phenomenon can of course be avoided by working with algebraically closed ground elds.
(3) Equimultiple locus. One important ingredient in resolution arguments is induction on the number of variables, i.e., on the local embedding dimension. As its de nition involves derivatives, it is natural to expect complications in positive characteristic. This happens in particular in the theory of maximal contact. The basic observation in this theory is the simple fact that the equimultiple locus S of a hypersurface singularity in A n has local embedding dimension less than n, provided the characteristic is zero. For given f, let J be the ideal of R generated by all partial derivatives of f up to degree less than the multiplicity of f. Its zero locus is S. By de nition of the multiplicity of f, one of the derivatives appearing among the generators of J must have order 1 and therefore de nes a smooth hypersurface. As S is contained in it, the assertion follows.
The theory of maximal contact and of idealistic presentations allows, by induction, to resolve rst the singularities of S. Once S has only normal crossing singularities its components can be chosen as centers of further blowups in order to improve the variety itself. In general, the equimultiple locus of a hypersurface is not a hypersurface. This forces Hironaka to use resolution of non hypersurfaces of lower embedding dimension to resolve hypersurfaces H 5]. Bierstone and Milman have modi ed the argument as to get a proof for hypersurfaces in zero characteristic which remains inside this class BM 1]. The reasoning on the embedding dimension breaks completely down in positive characteristic.
Example 8. Let K be a eld of characteristic 2. Consider f = x 2 + yz 3 + zw 3 + y 7 w of order 2 at 0 and embedding dimension 4. The equimultiple locus S is given by the rst order partial derivatives of f, say J = (0; z 3 + y 6 w; yz 2 + w 3 ; zw 2 + y 7 ). It has embedding dimension 4 since the monomial curve C parametrized by t 32 ; t 7 ; t 19 ; t 15 lies in S but cannot be embedded locally at 0 into A 3 .
Compare this with the induction on the number of variables based on the Weierstrass form of a series and the application of Tschirnhausen transformations A 1, A 5, BM 2, Co 2, Mo 1, Mo 2, Su]. Again this fails in positive characteristic.
There are attempts by Giraud to extend the concept of maximal contact to positive characteristic Gi 2, Gi 3], but his theory is not fully applicable. We are not aware of any explicit substitute for the local embedding dimension as induction invariant for arbitrary characteristic. Instead of the local embedding dimension one could try with the dimension of the equimultiple locus. It turns out that it varies quite arbitrarily under blowing up and hence does not serve as a resolution invariant:
Example 9. Take f = x 2 +y 4 +z 4 with isolated singularity at 0 in zero characteristic. Blow up the origin and consider the chart Q = (x; y). Then f 0 = x 2 +y 4 z 2 +z 2 = x 2 +(z p y 4 + 1) 2 .
This singularity is locally isomorphic to the cartesian product of the plane curve x 2 + z 2 with a line which forms its equimultiple locus. For a detailed study of equimultiple curves and their behaviour under blowing up, see Z 1, Z 6]. Zariski shows that for surfaces the equimultiple locus of the blown up variety can at most consist of the strict transform of the old equimultiple locus plus possibly some new but smooth equimultiple curve. This allows to reduce always by point blowups to a normal crossing equimultiple locus. This is false for threefolds:
Example 10. The singular and equimultiple locus may become worse under blowing up. Consider the hypersurface f = x 2 + y 3 + z 2 w + w 4 in characteristic zero. Its Jacobian ideal is j(f) = (x; y 2 ; zw; z 2 + 4w 3 ). Hence the singularity at 0 is isolated of multiplicity 2. Blow up the origin and look at the chart corresponding to Q = (x; y; z). The strict transform of f is given by f 0 = x 2 +y 3 w+z 2 w+w 2 . It has Jacobian ideal j(f 0 ) = (x; y 2 w; zw; y 3 +z 2 +2w). The singular locus of X 0 is the singular curve y 3 + z 2 = 0 inside the plane x = w = 0. As the multiplicity is 2, it coincides with the two-fold locus of X 0 . Example 11. The number of strata appearing in the equimultiple strati cation of X at 0 may increase. Consider the hypersurface f = x 3 +y 4 +yz 2 w+z 4 w+w 6 in zero characteristic with Jacobian ideal j(f) = (x 2 ; 4y 3 + z 2 w; (y + 2z 2 )zw; yz 2 + z 4 + 6w 5 ). Any singular point close to 0 must satisfy x = z = w = 0 and then y = 0 follows immediately. So the singularity at 0 is isolated. Blow up the origin and look at the chart corresponding to Q = (x; y; z).
The strict transform of f is given by f 0 = x 3 + y 4 w + yz 2 w + z 4 w 2 + w 3 and has Jacobian ideal j(f 0 ) = (x 2 ; (4y 3 + z 2 )w; (y + 2z 2 w)zw; y 4 + yz 2 + 2z 4 w + 3w 2 ). A short computation shows that the singular locus of X 0 near 0 is contained in the plane x = w = 0. It then follows that it equals the curve y(y 3 + z 2 ) = 0. Hence the two-fold locus of X 0 is a reducible plane curve with one smooth and one singular component. The three-fold locus is again the origin.
(4) Hilbert-Samuel function. Hironaka's original generalization of the multiplicity to the non hypersurface case is an increasing sequence of integers de ned as follows: given an ideal I in R consider a generator system f 1 ; : : : ; f m of I subject to the following condition: the initial forms of the f i are a minimal generator system of the initial forms ideal of I (= ideal generated by all initial forms of elements of I) and the f i are numbered by increasing multiplicity. Then is the sequence i = o(f i ) of multiplicities, completed to an in nite sequence by adding in nity. Two sequences are compared pairwise lexicographically. He called such generators a standard basis of I, distinct to nowadays use of the term, where standard bases are de ned w.r.t. monomial orders on N n and referring to initial monomials instead of initial forms. Permissibility of the center (= normal atness of the variety along it) can be expressed by the equimultiplicity of each element of the standard basis along the center H 1, II. Thm. 2]. This description allows the explicit construction of the strict transform of the ideal via the strict transforms of its standard basis. Hironaka showed that does not increase under permissible blowing up. Later on, was commonly replaced by the Hilbert-Samuel function of the variety, for which Bennett had proven semicontinuity under blowing up and localization in arbitrary characteristic Bn, Si] . Hironaka himself observes that does not behave well under localization:
Example 12. H 1, remark p. 220] Let K be an arbitrary eld, and let I = (xy + (x + z 2 )w; x(x + y) + (y + z) 2 w; (x + z) 2 (x + y) ? (y + z) 2 y) in R = K x; y; z; w]]. It has = (2; 2; 3; 1; : : :). Localizing in (x; y; z) gives I loc = (xy +(x+z) 2 w; x(x+y)+(y +z) 2 w) with loc = (2; 2; 1; : : :) > . Any choice of monomial order allows to re ne by taking instead of initial forms of I initial monomials w.r.t. to this order, e.g. the graded lexicographic order. The resulting ideal, the initial ideal w.r.t. the order, is a monomial ideal and hence a purely combinatorial object. In contrast to it depends on the choice of coordinates. It can be made coordinate free by considering the generic initial ideal, i.e., the initial ideal which occurs for a generic choice of coordinates. Genericity makes only sense for in nite ground elds. More conceptually, the set of monomial ideals can be totally ordered by comparing their vertices lexicographically w.r.t. the given monomial order, and then the generic initial ideal coincides with the minimal initial ideal, where the minimum is taken over all choices of coordinates Ha 1]. This follows from the upper semicontinuity of initial ideals in deformations BM 4]. If the order is compatible with total degre the initial ideal determines and the HilbertSamuel function, but not conversely, as the induced strati cation is in general strictly ner than the Hilbert-Samuel strati cation:
Example 13. Ga, p. 567] Take I = (x 2 ; xy; xz + y 2 w; y 3 ). Its initial ideal w.r.t. the graded lexicographic order with x < y < z < w is in I = (x 2 ; xy; xz; y 3 ) and is already the generic initial ideal. The initial ideal stratum is the origin, whereas the Hilbert-Samuel stratum coincides with the w-axis. To see this, it su ces to consider I t = (x 2 ; xy; xz + y 2 (w ? t); y 3 ) with t 2 K so that in I t = (x 2 ; xy; y 2 ). The defect of the initial ideal strati cation is the following: the origin is the only permissible center w.r.t. in I, but blowing it up the strict transform I 0 at the point Q = (x; y; z) equals I. Hence the strati cation is to ne to describe suitable centers.
This shows that initial ideals might be used to de ne part of the resolution invariant i but they are not suited to de ne the centers. Actually, the generic or minimal initial ideal still does not contain su cient information as to measure the improvement of a singularity under blowup: for hypersurfaces, and having a graded monomial order, it just gives the multiplicity. This is due to the fact that the Newton polyhedron degenerates completely in generic coordinates to a polyhedron with one compact face. The interesting information appears in very speci c coordinates when the vertices of the Newton polyhedron are as remote from the origin as possible, see the discussion below.
(5) Automorphisms. Invariants as the slope, or the initial ideal are examples of a frequent construction of invariants: Choose coordinates x in R, develop f or the generators of the de ning ideal into its power series expansion and extract some numerical datum. It will depend on the coordinates. To make it independent take e.g. its minimal or maximal value over all choices of coordinates. This gives an invariant of the singularity. In order to study its behaviour under blowup one proceeds as follows Ha 1].
Let us restrict to hypersurfaces for simplicity. Let q x f be a numerical datum associated to the power series expansion of f in the coordinates x, for which the minimum q min f = min x fq x fg over all coordinate choices exists. If the blowup is monomial in the coordinates x and if y denote the induced coordinates in R 0 the change from q x f to q y f 0 is computed by substituting in the expansion of f the variables x by the corresponding monomials in y according to the formula for . Assume that we can show in this way that q x f > q y f 0 for monomial blowups. Now, coordinates for which the blowup is monomial need not realize the minimal value of q. Assume, however, that there exists a coordinate change x !x in R which realizes the minimum and such that the blowup stays monomial w.r.t.x. We then get q min f = qxf > qỹf 0 q min f 0 whereỹ denote the coordinates in R 0 induced fromx. This shows that the minimum q min f has dropped. Observe that it was not necessary to realize the minimum in R 0 . We only used that q x f > q y f 0 under monomial blowup and that there is a coordinate change in R realizing the minimum and preserving monomiality. It turns out that if q x f is de ned through a monomial order as a certain initial monomial of f the minimizing coordinate changes can be chosen from a product SU inside the automorphism group of R, where S is the permutation group on the coordinates and where U is a generalized`unipotent' subgroup Ha 2]. This relies on the Gauss-Bruhat decomposition of Aut R. The explicit description of these subgroups allows to determine the cases where it is possible to choose a minimizing coordinate change in R such that the monomiality of the blowup is preserved.
For maxima, the argument is upside down. Assume again that we have q x f > q y f 0 for monomial blowups. Now suppose that there exists a maximizing coordinate change y !ỹ in R 0 which is induced from a coordinate change in R and such that the monomiality of the blowup is preserved. Then q max f qxf > qỹf 0 = q max f 0 wherex denote the coordinates in R obtained from x by the coordinate change. The maximum q max f has dropped. It was not necessary to realize it in R.
Note that if q x f belongs to a well ordered set, its minimum always exist, whereas the maximum need not, even in case the set fq x fg is bounded from above. Nevertheless, if q x f is upper semicontinuous w.r.t. x the maximum, if it exists, is in general much more sensitive to improvements of the singularity because it corresponds to very special choices of coordinates. If q x I is de ned as the initial ideal of I w.r.t. a given monomial order the maximum exists as is shown by a double application of Artin's Approximation Theorem and using the standard basis criterion of Becker-Buchberger Ha 1].
To realize maxima in R 0 is more di cult then to realize minima in R when required to preserve the monomial situation. One of the reasons is that for automorphisms of R 0 to be induced from automorphisms of R, it is necessary but not su cient that they x the exceptional divisor D of the blowup: Example 14. Let R 0 be the local ring obtained from R = K x; y; z]] by blowing up the maximal ideal and looking at the chart Q = (x; y). Then automorphisms g of R 0 of form g(x; y; z) = (x + y 2 ; y; z) x the exceptional divisor z = 0 but are not induced from automorphisms in R preserving the monomial situation.
Maximal initial ideals seem to be very appropriate to be used as resolution invariants. They appear implicitly and in modi ed form for hypersurfaces in various papers of Abhyankar, Hironaka, Moh and others, and each time their existence is proven by hand. The technique of Ha 1] provides a simultaneous proof of these results. Yet there is another di culty to apply initial ideals successfully. Under monomial blowup, the expansion of f transforms under the map into the expansion of f 0 , but the initial monomial of f 0 need not be the transform of the initial monomial of f. Hence direct comparison is sometimes impossible.
Example 15. Let f = x 5 +x 4 y 2 +y 4 z 5 . Consider the monomial order on N 3 given by < if ( 1 + 3 ; 2 ; 1 ) < ( 1 + 3 ; 2 ; 1 ) lexicographically. Then x 4 y 2 is the initial monomial of f. Blowup the origin and look at the chart given by Q = (x; y). Then f 0 = x 5 +x 4 y 2 z+y 4 z 4 and its initial monomial is y 4 z 4 .
Monomial orders are hence in general not compatible in all charts with monomial blowup. It might be possible to overcome this obstruction by considering a re nement of the notion of monomial orders, the so called monomial rotation orders introduced in Ha 5]. These are de ned by rotating a hyperplane in R n + around a xed vertex and taking as initial monomials those whose exponents are touched rst by this hyperplane. One recovers all vertices which are adjacent to the selected one, cf. Ha 3] and the notion of critical tropism LT].
(6) Relative Multiplicity. This is an invariant suggested by Abhyankar and Hironaka. It is used by Spivakovsky in his solution to Hironaka's polyhedral game and by Moh and Cossart for resolution of threefolds Sp 2, Co 2, Mo 1, Mo 2]. It also appears in the constructive resolutions of Bierstone-Milman and Villamayor BM 1, V 1]. We describe it in the simplest possible context. Consider a power series f in three variables of form f(x; y; z) = x o +g(y; z) with g of order > o. Factor from g the largest monomial in y and z, say g(y; z) = y i z k h(y; z). The relative multiplicity of f w.r.t. the given coordinates is de ned as the order of h w.r.t. y and z. It depends on x; y; z and will be denoted by r xyz f. In order to get a coordinate independent invariant consider all coordinates x; y; z in which f has the form f = x o +g(y; z). Among these, take those x for which the Newton polygon of g is minimal set-theoretically. For xed y and z, it can be checked that the minimal Newton polygon is unique. Hence it only depends on y and z. Now vary y and z. In the presence of components of the exceptional divisor, y and z are subject to de ne them by y = 0 and/or z = 0; else there is no condition. Next, choose y and z such that the monomial factored from g has highest possible degree i+k. In all such coordinates the order of h is the same and called the relative multiplicity r(f) of f (in the literature, this number is usually divided by o and called the weighted order of f.)
The de nition is relatively involved and not as conceptual as one would wish. Moreover, in positive characteristic, r may increase under blowing up. Also it does not behave well under deformations:
Example 16. Mo 2, ex. 3.2] Let f = x p +y 2 z 3p?2 +yz 3p+1 +z 3p+2 = x p +z 3p?2 (y 2 +yz 3 +z 4 ) where p is the characteristic of K. Here r xyz f = 2 6 = r(f). Apply the coordinate change ' = (x ? z 3 ; y ? z; z) and get f 1 = ' f = x p + yz 3p?2 (y ? 2z + z 3 ). Then r xyz f 1 = r(f 1 ) = r(f) = 1. Blow up the origin and consider the point corresponding to Q = (x; y).
The exceptional divisor D is given by z = 0 and the strict transform of f equals f 0 = x p + y 2 z 2p + yz 2p+2 + z 2p+2 = x p + z 2p (y 2 + yz 2 + z 2 ). We have r xyz f 0 = r(f 0 ) = 2 > r(f).
Example 17. Let f = x p +y m z 2p (z p +y p+1 +z p+1 ) with r(f) = p. Consider the deformation f t = x p + (y ? t) m z 2p (z p + y p+1 + z p+1 ). Applying the automorphism ' = (x ? t m=p z 3 ; y; z) gives ' f t = x p + z 2p (yz p u t + y p+1 + z p+1 ) with some unity u t of R and r(f t ) = p + 1 if t 6 = 0. Hence the relative multiplicity is not upper semicontinuous under deformation.
